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ABSTRACT
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the ﬁfth most frequently found primary malignant tumor in the world. Hepatic
surgery and liver transplantation are considered optimal for the curative treatment of HCC. However, only 15-20%
of HCCs may be surgically treated. Most of the surgically-non-eligible patients have to receive locoregional imageguided interventional treatments including intra-arterial and percutaneous ablative therapies. The goal of this paper
is to review these interventional oncology approaches. Ablative therapeutic approaches include chemical therapies
(such as ethanol or acetic acid injection), and thermal therapies (such as radiofrequency ablation, laser-induced
thermotherapy, microwave ablation, cryoablation, and high-intensity focused ultrasound ablation). Catheter-based
therapies include embolotherapy/chemotherapy-based treatments (such as transcatheter arterial chemoembolization,
bland embolization, transcatheter arterial chemoinfusion, and chemoembolization with drug-eluting beads), and
radiotherapy-based treatments (such as radioembolization with yttrium-90 and injection of iodine-131-labeled lipiodol).
As a result of the technical development of locoregional approaches for HCC during the recent decades, the range
of combined interventional therapies has been continuously extended. In this article, an evidence-based approach
will be used to review the current role of interventional radiology therapies in the management of unresectable HCC.
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) ranks the fifth in overall
frequency and fourth in annual tumor mortality.[1]
Surgical treatments including hepatic resection and
liver transplantation are considered the most effective
treatments of HCC. However, less than 20% of HCC can
be treated surgically because of multifocal diseases,
proximity of the tumor to key vascular or biliary strictures
precluding a margin-negative resection and inadequate
functional hepatic reserve with cirrhosis.[2-4] Usually,
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patients with single small HCC (≤ 5 cm) or up to three
lesions ≤ 3 cm are indicated for surgery.[5,6] When surgery
is precluded, interventional treatments can be used to
improve the prognosis of the patients. Such therapies,
which rely on imaging guidance for tumor targeting and
response assessment, include various catheter-based
and percutaneous ablative techniques. These minimally
invasive therapies have been used mainly for palliation
but have also increasingly been used with curative intent.
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This review outlines the current status of the most
commonly used image-guided therapeutic approaches for
the management of patients with HCC.

INTRA-ARTERIAL CATHETER-BASED THERAPIES
Embolotherapy/chemotherapy-based therapies
Transarterial chemoembolization
The radiological technique for tumor devascularization
was developed in the 1970s.[7] Now, it is the most widely
used primary treatment for unresectable HCC. It is also
the most extensively used therapy for patients on the
waiting list for liver transplantation. Embolization agents,
like gelatin, may be administered together with selective
intra-arterial chemotherapy mixed with lipiodol (iodized
oil). Doxorubicin, mitomycin, and cisplatin are commonly
used anti-tumor drugs.[8] The rationale of transarterial
chemoembolization (TACE) is as follows: cytotoxic
drugs achieve higher intra-tumoral concentrations when
injected in the hepatic artery, and lipophilic or amphiphilic
anticancer drugs, when mixed with lipiodol, are thought to
be liberated progressively inside the tumor. Lipiodol, which
destroys capillary beds and induces extensive necrosis in
HCC with abundant blood supply, can be transported in a
tumor and may remain for weeks or months, for which the
absence of Kupffer cells would presumably be responsible.
Usually, lesions that are rich in arterial blood supply can be
anticipated to undergo complete necrosis, while those that
lack arterial blood supply have less iodine oil deposits and
need other combinative therapies. The whole procedure
can be repeated monthly or longer to achieve higher degree
necrosis and avoid recurrence. However, the injection of
cytotoxic drugs mixed with lipiodol but not followed by
embolization has not shown any substantial anti-tumor
effect, suggesting that ischemia plays a key role in tumor
necrosis.[9] Still, some authors reported that transcatheter
arterial infusion chemotherapy had a better anti-tumor
effect than TACE.[10] With respect to the relationship
between TACE and pulmonary metastasis, Lin et al.[11]
reported that TACE did not significantly increase the risk
of pulmonary metastasis. Post-embolization syndrome
including abdominal pain and fever is extremely frequent
and fades in a few days. Complications related to aberrant
arterial embolization, such as acute cholecystitis, stenosis
of the biliary tract, acute pancreatitis, or gastroduodenal
ulcerations have also been reported. The selection of
candidates for TACE is a key point. The benefits of the
procedure should not be offset by treatment-reduced liver
function failure. Patients with preserved liver function
and asymptomatic multinodular tumors without vascular
invasion or extra-hepatic spread are indicated for TACE.[8]
Child-Pugh class C is considered a contraindication.[12]
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TACE achieves partial responses in 15-55% of patients
and significantly delays tumor progression and vascular
invasion.[8,12-14] For HCC invading the portal venous system,
TACE could be an effective treatment with the 1-, 3-, and
5-year survival rates of 42%, 11%, and 3%, respectively.[15]
Although an earlier study showed that TACE could not
improve the survival of the patients,[12] survival benefits
were identified by two studies on chemoembolization.[13,14]
Overall, the effect may be considered modest.
Arterial bland embolization
Transcatheter arterial bland embolization, which simulates
arterial ligation, induces tumor ischemia by disrupting the
blood supply to the tumor. Advocates of this catheter-based
therapy claim that bland embolization may be equally
effective as TACE for palliative treatment of primary liver
cancer.[16] Despite a trend toward improved survival with
TACE, no study to date has demonstrated a difference in
survival between the two techniques.[17] A randomized
trial comparing embolization (without chemotherapy) vs.
symptomatic treatment in patients with hepatitis C virusrelated liver disease and Child-Pugh class A liver function
failed to demonstrate a 2-year survival advantage.[18]
Drug-eluting bead chemoembolization
Drug-eluting bead (DEB)-TACE is a drug delivery system
that combines the local embolization of vasculature with
the release of chemotherapy into adjacent tissue.[19,20] It
is intended for use in the treatment of hyper-vascular
tumors such as HCC. Its administration is similar to that of
conventional TACE. Beads are composed of biocompatible
polymers such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogel that have
been sulfonated to enable the binding of chemotherapy.[21]
The beads occlude vasculature, causing embolization, and
the chemotherapy is delivered locally.[22,23]
Like conventional TACE, DEB-TACE is considered a
palliative option for unresectable HCC. DEB-TACE may
also use as an adjunctive therapy for liver resection or
as a bridge to liver transplantation, as well as before
or after radiofrequency ablation (RFA).[24-28] There are
currently two types of microspheres available for drug
loading: DC Bead microspheres (Biocompatibles, UK)
and the recently introduced superabsorbent polymer
(SAP) HepaSphere microspheres (BioSphere Medical,
USA). Most of the literature involves the application of
DC Bead microspheres. These microspheres are nonbiodegradable PVA microspheres that are approved for
the treatment of malignant hyper-vascular tumors and
loading of doxorubicin. Precision Bead (Biocompatibles,
UK) microspheres are the first factory-preloaded
(doxorubicin 37.5 mg/vial) microspheres. They can
be polymerized to formulate different-sized spheres,
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ranging in maximum diameter from 100 to 900 μm.
SAP HepaSphere microspheres (BioSphere Medical) are
biocompatible, hydrophilic (absorbent), non-resorbable,
and acrylic copolymer microspheres designed for hepatic
arterial embolization with an ability to absorb fluids at up
to 64 times their dry state volume. The expansion rate is
dependent on the ionic concentration of its surrounding
media. The size of dry particles ranges between 50 and
200 µm, corresponding to an expanded size range of 200
and 800 μm. The SAP microspheres can be loaded with
doxorubicin or cisplatin for drug delivery during TACE.[29]
Initial in vitro and in vivo studies showed encouraging
results, and these microspheres now have CE mark approval
for TACE of HCC in combination with doxorubicin.
DEB-TACE appears to be a relatively safe procedure, with
few long-term serious complications associated with its
administration. Although symptoms of post-embolization
syndromes, such as fever, nausea, vomiting, and abdominal
pain appears to occur in most patients, these symptoms
are associated with short hospital stays averaging 2.3
days among publications, which is significantly lower
than conventional TACE procedures. The most frequent
major complication associated with this procedure is liver
abscess, which occurred in approximately 0.75-1.58% of
publications. Other complications are infrequent, although
some are quite severe. Overall mortality is potentially
lower than the reported values (2.06-4.74%) because
reported mortality rates include both procedure-related
causes of death, such as sepsis and hepatic failure, and
death secondary to progressive disease, cardiovascular
disease, pulmonary embolism, and other causes. Patients
selected for most of these studies are predisposed to comorbidities as a result of their diminished hepatic function
and potentially other age or lifestyle-related conditions,
which should be taken into consideration.[30]
The current results show that DEB-TACE produces
beneficial tumor response and has exceptionally low
complication rates. The technique has the potential to
become an effective alternative therapy or palliative
measure in the treatment of HCC, but both delivery
and data collection must be standardized in order to
clarify efficacy. It is a safe alternative for the treatment
of unresectable HCC but is unproven as an adjunctive
treatment for other standard therapies such as resection
and RFA. Further investigation is essential to better define
its role as an adjunct in treating HCC.
Transcatheter arterial chemoinfusion
Transcatheter arterial chemoinfusion (TACI) is a catheterbased intra-arterial therapy that traps high concentrations
of chemotherapeutic agents in tumor tissues followed by
Hepatoma Research | Volume 2 | Issue 1 | January 15, 2016

minimal embolization.[31] TACI with maximally selective
catheterization and highly concentrated chemotherapy
preparations minimizes the risk of hepatocellular
ischemic and cytotoxic complications and maximizes
chemotherapy delivered to tumor tissue. TACI with super
selective catheterization, although labor intensive, has
been shown to be safe. The eligibility criteria for TACI
are similar to those for TACE. Portal venous thrombosis
is not a contraindication. Caution should be exercised
to avoid injecting large volumes (> 10 mL) of lipiodol.
Moreover, patients with poor hepatic function and tumors
with diameters of > 9 cm have a high risk of irreversible
hepatic failure. A recent retrospective study by Kim et al.[32]
compared clinical outcomes of patients treated with TACE
(n = 49) vs. TACI (n = 61) in HCC patients with major portal
vein occlusion. The morbidity rate was similar for both
TACE (6.1%) and TACI (6.5%) patients, and complications
were adequately managed by medical treatment. Median
survival for TACE was longer than for TACI (14.9 vs. 4.4
months, respectively, P < 0.001).
Radiotherapy-based therapies
Yttrium-90 radioembolization
Transarterial radioembolization (TARE) with intra-arterial
injection of yttrium-90 microspheres (Y-90) is another
form of hepatic arterial therapy that is available as glass
(TheraSpheres; Theragenics Corp., Ottawa, Canada) or
resin (Sirtex; Sirtex Medical, Wilmington, MA, USA) and
can be delivered to single or multiple segments based on
selective arterial cannulation. Its small size (20-60 µm)
results in preferential trapping in the tumor capillary
bed. These spheres can safely deliver up to 150 Gy of
β radiation to induce tumor necrosis by radiation and
microscopic embolization once they obstruct the tumor
capillary bed. This limits radiation exposure to adjacent
healthy tissue, given its half-life of 62 h and radius of
action of up to 1 cm.[33] Patient selection requires pretreatment procedures, including an angiogram to perform
prophylactic embolization in which variant anatomy
is identified to avoid non-target delivery of Y-90, and a
macro-aggregated albumin scan to confirm that hepatic
artery-to-lung shunting is < 16% to prevent lung
injury.[34] An advantage of this treatment over TACE is its
applicability in patients with portal vein thrombosis and
potential complications caused by non-target delivery
of Y-90 include gastrointestinal ulcerations, pancreatitis,
pneumonitis, and cholecystitis.[35] Salem et al.[36] recently
published a comprehensive study on the long-term
outcomes after intra-arterial radiotherapy for unresectable
HCC. In this study, 291 patients with HCC were treated with
Y-90 as part of a single-center, prospective, longitudinal
cohort study. Response rate and time to progression were
determined by the World Health Organization (WHO) and
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the European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL)
guidelines. Survival by stage was assessed. Univariate
and multivariate analyzes were performed. Toxicities
included fatigue (57%), pain (23%), nausea and vomiting
(20%), and 19% exhibited grade 3/4 bilirubin toxicity. The
30-day mortality rate was 3%. Response rates were 42%
and 57% based on WHO and EASL criteria, respectively.
The overall time to progression was 7.9 months. Survival
times differed between patients with Child-Pugh class A
and B disease (class A, 17.2 months; class B, 7.7 months;
P = 0.002). Patients with Child-Pugh class B disease
who had portal venous thrombosis survived 5.6 months
(95% confidence interval, 4.5-6.7). Baseline age, sex,
performance status, the presence of portal hypertension,
tumor distribution, levels of bilirubin, albumin, and alphafetoprotein, and WHO/EASL response rate were important
predictors of survival. While Y-90 has anti-tumor activity,
controlled data comparing TARE with TACE is lacking, and
its impact on survival is not well established.
Intra-arterial injection of radiolabeled lipiodol
Lipiodol is a mixture of iodized ethyl esters from the
fatty acids of poppyseed oil, containing 37% iodine by
weight. It is selectively taken up by hepatic tumors when
administered via the hepatic artery, and it is retained by HCC
for many weeks, even up to a year, while it is cleared from
normal or cirrhotic liver within 4 weeks. When injected
into the hepatic artery, it travels the peribiliary plexus to
the portal veins, resulting in a dual embolization.[37] Early
in the course of exploiting lipiodol’s unique features, the
addition of a radionuclide to this substance gave a new
dimension to its clinical use. So far, most clinical research
has been performed with 131I-labeled lipiodol, which is
commercially available as Lipiocis (CIS Bio International,
Gif sur Yvette, France). 131I-lipiodol has been used for the
palliative, adjuvant, or neoadjuvant treatment of HCC.[38]
Although most studies have failed to demonstrate any
survival benefits, it seems that 131I-lipiodol is much better
tolerated (fewer side effects) than chemoembolization.
131I-lipiodol has the theoretical advantage that there is
no particle embolization at the end of the procedure and
that portal venous thrombosis is thus not a relative or
absolute contraindication.

PERCUTANEOUS LOCAL ABLATION THERAPIES
Chemical ablative therapies
Percutaneous ethanol injection
One of the first methods devised to ablate liver tumors
involved percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI). Several
non-randomized trials in the 1990s confirmed that PEI
could safely achieve complete necrosis of small HCCs,[3941]
with 5-year survival rates of 32-38%. However, the
4

technique suffered from the need for multiple treatment
sessions, the uncertainty of the ablation zone, and
a high local progression rate of 17-38%.[42,43] Several
randomized controlled trials compared PEI vs. RFA in the
treatment of small HCC.[44-46] These trials demonstrated
an approximately 20% advantage for RFA vs. PEI in overall
survival at 3-4 years, mainly as a result of a much lower
incidence of local tumor recurrence in the RFA group.
In addition, approximately threefold fewer treatment
sessions were required for RFA compared to PEI. Two
recent meta-analyzes comparing RFA vs. PEI echoed these
sentiments, declaring RFA superior to PEI in the treatment
of small HCC.[47,48] PEI maintains the advantage of allowing
treatment of tumors near sensitive organs and tissues
and avoids the problem of the “heat-sink” effect adjacent
to vessels. The applicability of PEI in other situations is
limited.
Percutaneous acetic acid injection
Ohnishi et al.[49] reported percutaneous acetic acid
injection (PAAI) in 1994. Acetic acid is a noxious chemical
characterized by better tissue diffusion than ethanol.
Usually, it is proposed as an alternative to ethanol, to
decrease the number of sessions.[50] Sequential therapy
with TACE and PAAI is superior to repeated PAAI alone
for patients with 3-5 cm HCC.[51] Acetic acid has a higher
diffusion capacity; it is easily available and cheap. A smaller
volume of acetic acid and fewer treatment sessions can
achieve the same degree of tumor ablation as ethanol.[50]
In addition, PAAI, unlike PEI, helps in infiltrating the tumor
septae and capsule. There is not much literature about the
efficacy of PAAI in ablating HCC.[49-51] The procedure of
PAAI is similar to PEI. This amount is injected in multiple
sessions (1-2 mL of acetic acid per tumor per session per
week) using a 23 G spinal/Chiba needle. The response to
the treatment is assessed by contrast enhanced computed
tomography (CECT) of the liver after 4 weeks. CECT
characterizes the liver lesion better, and the residual or
recurrent disease can be seen well. The ideal lesion for PEI
is small HCC < 3 cm in size. The local tumor recurrence
rate is 51% at 1 year and 74% at 3 years. The survival rate
at 1 and 3 years is 84% and 51%, respectively.[50] PAAI is a
safe technique, with no major complications. The rare side
effects include transient hemoglobinuria (but without any
renal impairment), fever, right upper abdominal pain and
with larger doses, segmental infarction, and metabolic
acidosis can occur.[49-51] Transient hemoglobinuria can occur
immediately after tumor ablation, even after using small
volumes (5-10 mL) of 50% acetic acid and it usually clears
with a few urinary voids. Precautionary alkalinization
of urine by administering intravenous fluids containing
bicarbonates can be helpful.
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Thermal ablative therapies
Radiofrequency ablation
Radio frequencies are the part of the electromagnetic
spectrum that are bound by a low oscillation of 3 Hz
and a high of 300 GHz. RFA refers to the coagulative
necrosis of tissue as a result of heat deposition around
a probe generating electromagnetic radiation within the
radiofrequency spectrum. The probe (energy source) is
inserted within the target lesion, and the circuit is closed
by placing grounding pads on the patient’s body, usually
the thighs. A generator modulates the radio frequency
amplitude, and the energy is locally deposited as a result
of molecular frictional loss resulting in heating of the
tissues around the probe tip. The eventual ablated zone
geometry is a result of complex interactions that includes
the type and shape of the probe, the duration of ablation,
the maximum temperature reached, and the proximity
of the target lesion to vessels.[52] Computed tomographic
scanning or ultrasound is used for percutaneous probe
guidance, although magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
is emerging as a possible alternative. Effective ablation
depends on good tissue conductivity, which allows heat
transfer farther away from the probe and a larger ablation
zone. Counterintuitively, a fast power increase will result
in the tissue around the probe being desiccated, which
limits heat conduction and the ablation zone. Therefore,
slow and methodical ablation with a gradual power
increase is desired. RFA of liver lesions usually takes from
10 to 30 min per lesion.
The efficacy of RFA depends on technical aspects and to
a lesser extent, on patient selection. Lesion size is the
most important determinant of RFA success. Lesions up
to 3 cm can be treated effectively with reported complete
ablation rates of about 90%.[53-56] For lesions > 3 cm,[53,57,58]
the efficacy of RFA decreases with increasing lesion size.
Complete ablation is possible with favorable anatomy
for lesions of 3-5 cm; however, beyond the 5 cm size, a
complete response is unlikely. The rate of recurrence is
nearly 0% for smaller lesions and > 50% for lesions > 5
cm. Another determinant of success is lesion location.
Central (near the hilum) lesions should be avoided
because of the risk of the central bile duct and vascular
injury. Additionally, the lesions bordering a large (> 3 mm)
vessel may not respond because of thermal protection
provided by the adjacent blood flow, a phenomenon
termed “heat-sink”. Survival of patients with unresectable
HCC treated with RFA is reportedly 75-92% at 1 year, 80% at
2 years, 37-59% at 3 years, and 28% at 5 years.[53,55] Even for
resectable tumors, RFA appears to offer the same benefit
as resection in selected patients. Survival rates for ChildPugh class A or B patients with lesions up to 3 cm are
not different between groups treated with RFA vs. surgical
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resection.[59] Liver transplantation for HCC remains the
best treatment option and offers the longest survival for
the approximately 10% of patients who are candidates.
Treatment with RFA, while a patient is awaiting for liver
transplantation, has been shown to be an independent
prognostic factor for longer survival.[56] Although ChildPugh class C patients may be safely treated with RFA, a
survival benefit is unlikely as life expectancy is determined
by the progression of cirrhosis. On the other hand,
although prospective, randomized trials are lacking, there
is strong evidence that Child-Pugh class A and B patients
may benefit from RFA of unresectable HCC.
Percutaneous RFA for HCC carries certain unique risks. The
mortality of percutaneous liver RFA is extremely low (<
1%). However, this assumes preserved liver function and
small ablation volumes. Because most deaths after RFA are
attributed to liver failure, this risk increases with larger
ablation volumes and diminished liver reserve (resulting
from prior hepatectomy, cirrhosis, previous ablations,
and other). The overall major risks associated with liver
RFA are on the order of 4-5%.[56-58,60] Most patients treated
with RFA for HCC may be discharged home on the day
of the procedure after a 3- to 6-h observation unless a
complication.
RFA is also known to enhance host immune response.
However, the epitopes at which enhanced immune
responses occur, the impact on patient prognosis, and
the functions and phenotypes of T-cells induced are
still unclear. To address these issues, Mizukoshi et al.[61]
analyzed immune responses before and after RFA in 69
HCC patients using 11 tumor-associated antigens (TAA)derived peptides that were identified to be appropriate
for analyzing HCC-specific immune responses. The
immune responses were analyzed using enzyme-linked
immunospot (ELISPOT) assays and tetramer assays using
peripheral blood mononuclear cells. An increase in the
number of TAA-specific T-cells detected by interferon-γ
ELISPOT assays occurred in 62.3% of patients after RFA.
The antigens and its epitope at which enhanced T cell
responses occur were diverse, and some of them were
newly induced. The number of TAA-specific T cells after
RFA was associated with the prevention of HCC recurrence,
and it was clarified to be predictive of HCC recurrence
after RFA by univariate and multivariate analyzes. The
number of TAA-specific T cells after RFA was inversely
correlated with the frequency of CD14+ HLA-DR(-/low)
myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs). Modification
of the T cell phenotype was observed after RFA. The
number of TAA-specific T-cells at 24 weeks after RFA was
decreased. Although RFA can enhance various TAA-specific
T-cell responses and the T-cells induced contribute to
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the HCC recurrence-free survival of patients, besides
immunosuppression by MDSCs, the memory phenotype
and lifetime of TAA-specific T-cells are not sufficient to
prevent HCC recurrence completely. Additional treatments
by the vaccine or immunomodulatory drugs might be
useful to improve the immunological effect of RFA.[61]
Microwave coagulation therapy
Microwave ablation is the term used for all electromagnetic
methods of inducing tumor destruction by using devices
with frequencies greater than or equal to 900 kHz. The
passage of microwaves into cells or other materials
containing water results in the rotation of individual
molecules. This rapid molecular rotation generates and
uniformly distributes heat, which is instantaneous and
continuous until the radiation is stopped. Microwave
irradiation creates an ablation area around the needle
in a column or round shape, depending on the type of
needle used and the generating power.[62] The local
effect of treatment in HCC was assessed by examining
the histological changes of the tumor after microwave
ablation.[63,64] In one study, 89% of 18 small tumors were
ablated completely.[63] Coagulative necrosis with faded
nuclei and eosinophilic cytoplasm were the predominant
findings in the ablated areas. There were also areas in
which the tumors maintained their native morphological
features as if the area was fixed, but their cellular activity
was destroyed as demonstrated by succinic dehydrogenase
staining. One study compared microwave ablation and PEI
in a retrospective evaluation of 90 patients with small
HCC.[65] The overall 5-year survival rates for patients with
well-differentiated HCC treated with microwave ablation
and PEI were not significantly different. However, among
the patients with moderately or poorly differentiated HCC,
overall survival with microwave ablation was significantly
better than with PEI. In a large series including 234
patients, the 3- and 5-year survival rates were 73% and
57%, respectively.[66] At multivariate analysis, tumor size,
the number of nodules, and Child-Pugh classification had a
significant effect on survival.[67] Only one randomized trial
compared the effectiveness of microwave ablation with
that of RFA.[68] Seventy-two patients with 94 HCC nodules
were randomly assigned to RFA and microwave ablation
groups. Unfortunately, the data in this study were analyzed
with respect to lesions and not to patients. Although no
statistically significant differences were observed with
respect to the efficacy of the two procedures, a tendency
of favoring RFA was recognized with respect to local
recurrences and complications rates.[68]
Laser-induced interstitial thermotherapy
Laser-induced thermotherapy uses optical fibers to deliver
high-energy laser radiation to the target lesion. Because of
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light absorption, temperatures of up to 150 °C are reached within
the tumor, leading to substantial coagulative necrosis.
The most commonly used device for laser ablation is the
Nd-YAG laser. The optical fibers are inserted directly into
the lesion under MRI guidance through a percutaneously
placed needle, which is removed after localization. A
multi-needle approach is essential to treat large lesions
successfully (> 5 cm). In such tumors, treatment time
can approach 1 h. Thermocoagulation is monitored in
real time under MRI, allowing accurate estimation of the
actual extent of the thermal damage. The indications
and contraindications of laser ablation are the same as
those for RFA and microwave ablation.[69] Laser ablation
has been shown to be effective in inducing complete
necrosis in HCC. Because with other ablative techniques,
long-term success rates are related to tumor size, and an
82% complete response rate has been reported for lesions
measuring 3.2 cm in diameter. In a series of 74 patients
with small HCCs, survival rates at 1, 3, and 5 years were
99%, 48%, and 15%, respectively.[70]
Percutaneous cryoablation
Cryotherapy can destroy tumors directly. With different
physical and chemical mechanisms of the therapy, cell
death depends on the rate of cooling, absolute depth of
hypothermia, the rate of thawing, the number of freezethaw cycles and delayed effects of post-thaw ischemia.
Most tumor cells die at -40 °C; repeated freezing can
improve the efficacy. The larger diameter of current
cryoprobes and the location of tumors within the liver still
limit its application. Guo et al.[71] reported of 26 patients
with HCCs of 10-14 cm in diameter receiving argon-helium
cryotherapy after TACE. After this therapy, the average
neoplasm necrosis rate was 28.7%, significantly higher
than that of TACE only.
High-intensity focused ultrasound ablation
High-intensity focused ultrasound ablation (HIFU) as a
new modality for the treatment of HCC has been applied
clinically. In the treatment area, all tumor cells seem to
be irreversibly dead in the forms of nuclear pyknosis,
debris, and dissolution. Blood sinusoids were collapsed
with endothelial cell damage.[72] In combination with
TACE, HIFU gives a 1-year survival rate of 42.9% for IVa
stage patients (P < 0.05 compared to patients receiving
TACE only) and median reduction rates of 28.6%, 35.0%,
50.0%, and 50.0% of tumor sizes at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months,
respectively.[73] However, the need for general anesthesia
and high expenses are its disadvantages.

COMBINATION THERAPIES
Both TACE and RFA have well-known limitations in terms
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of control of large tumors. The effectiveness of RFA
depends on thermal necrosis and blood flow through the
tumor promotes heat loss and prevents proper heating
of the tumor. A strategy of combining TACE with RFA
by performing TACE before RFA treatment to reduce
the heat-sink effect and increase the ablation volume
of the tumor was recently evaluated in a randomized
study.[74] In this study, patients with tumors larger than 3
cm were randomized to TACE, RFA, and TACE-RFA. The
combination modality was superior in median survival
(TACE-RFA at 37 months, TACE at 24 months vs. RFA at 22
months) and rate of objective tumor response (TACE-RFA
at 54%, TACE at 35% vs. RFA at 36%). The positive findings
in this study represent initial evidence in support for the
use of combining local regional modalities to improve
outcomes in patients with unresectable tumors. Despite
aggressive local treatments with this combinational
strategy, recurrence, and distant metastasis continue to
have a significant effect on the overall survival of patients
with HCC. Therefore, studies that combine effective
systemic treatment such as sorafenib with either TACE
or RFA have the potential of further improving treatment
outcomes. Although the combination of RFA and TACE
is most commonly used, TACE has also been combined
with interstitial laser photocoagulation, microwave
coagulation, ethanol injection, or HIFU.[73,75,76] On the
other hand, the combination of TACE and immunotherapy
or anti-angiogenesis therapy could also be an attractive
field for future clinical application.

CONCLUSION
Image-guided transcatheter and ablative approaches
currently play an important role in the management of
patients with HCC, a role that is likely to grow even more
given the rapid pace of evolution in these technologies.
In selected patient populations, these approaches already
offer survival rates that are comparable to that of surgery,
with the added benefits of reduced morbidity and costs,
improved quality of life and shortened recovery time.
As the management of patients with HCC continues to
evolve toward disease containment rather than a cure
and locoregional targeted therapy rather than systemic
approaches, image-guided techniques pose as perfectly
suited methods for this direction. Results from clinical trials
involving such approaches are increasingly promising, and
the potential for improvement remains vast. As a result,
these therapeutic approaches will undoubtedly positively
impact the outcomes of patients with HCC.
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